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Combining its postal and parcel automation design experience with a depth of processengineering, data-acquisition, and imaging-OCR experience, Engineering Innovation (Eii)
is uniquely able to provide its customers—particularly those in a rapid volume-growth
scenario—with sortation solutions that maximize throughput, efficiency, destination
accuracy and ROI. No matter what concerns your company faces, Eii is equipped to meet
your needs and help you keep you with the increasing demands of the parcel industry!
Struggling with budget constraints? Whether you need a custom configuration that adapts
to your current system or a completely new setup, Eii experts can find an automated
parcel processing solution that fits your budget. Solutions such as the award winning
LightSort™ Sort-to-Light and LightSort™ Pick-to-Light are a low-cost way to improve
accuracy, productivity, and data tracking.
Feeling the squeeze of limited space? With several modular and linear designs to choose
from, Eii offers your operation a smaller footprint and an easier, more cost-effective
installation.
Facing changing volumes? Eii has the automated parcel solutions that scale with your
business as you expand to meet consumer expectations of faster, more affordable
shipping, including an all-new modular system that can be added to at any time, the
Chameleon™ Parcel-Processing Solution. Options that include barcode, OCR, weighting,
dimensioning, RFID, label application, and sorting functions are available to fit the
requirements of any size operation.
Finding yourself short on labor? Find the perfect parcel automation solution to optimize
your workflow and shorten training time.
In line with Eii’s commitment to provide the industry with cost effective solutions, these
systems open up new savings/revenue opportunities for fulfillment, consolidation, returns
package processing, mailers, and shippers. We compliment these great products by
providing hardware and software service and support after the sale, designed to ensure
our customer’s success.
Eii has been providing innovative and cost-effective automated parcel solutions for more
than a decade, growing from a start-up of three people in 2006 to a diverse and skilled
team of more than 70 employees today. We look forward to many years of continued
growth as we keep pace with the dynamic parcel industry.

